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INSTALLATION AND MAINT CE 

OPERATION AND CARE: 

1. Keep faces of discs and V-belt clean. 

2. The V-belt should run level between the faces of the discs. If one 

side rides high - investigate immediately. V-belt alignment or a 

lack of lubricant for the sliding disc may be the cause. Check 

V -belt alignment and be sure the sliding disc is free on the fixed 

disc hub. 

3. Check the general running condition at regular intervals. 

4. Lubricate before placing the unit into service; and regularly, as 

recommended in lubrication instructions. 

5. Make speed adjustments only when unit is running. 

NOTE: Under disc assembly section - see CAUTION re

garding removal of the V-belt tension spring. 

INSTALLATION 

MOUNTING iNSTRUCTIONS 

MOTOR, DISC ASSEMBLY AND BASE 

1. Locate the motor in a centrally oriented position on the slide. If 

necessary, move motor along shaft centerline to give adequate 

clearance between slide and disc assembly, with minimum shaft 

overhang. 

2. Mount the disc assembly on the motor shaft; spread discs and 

secure to motor shaft with set screws. CAUTION: Do not force 

disc hub against shoulder on shaft. 

3. Loosen set screws in both stop nuts (4, 4A) and shift the motor, 

away from the hand wheel, as far as possible; then back off 

approximately 1/4 inch. 

4. Place V-belt between faces of Motor Pulley discs (11,12) at the 

maximum pitch diameter, and around the flat face pulley. This 

establishes minimum centers between motor shaft and driven 

shaft when belt is pulled tight. 

5. Align the motor shaft parallel to the driven shaft; and align edge 

of fixed disc (II) with flat face pulley edge (D). 

6. When positions of items 4 and 5 are established, secure the 

motor base (1) to the mounting surface. 

ADJUSTMENT - FOR HIGH SPEED 

AND lOW SPEED STOPS 

7. Run L.S. stop nut (4) along shifting screw until it contacts the 

L.S. stop. 

S. With motor running, adjust the motor position until desired low 

output speed is reached; L.S. stop nut will now be in correct 

location. Stop motor. 

9. With motor slide at low output speed position, item S above, run 

H.S. stop nut (4A) along shifting screw until it contacts the H.S. 

stop. 

10. With motor running, adjust slide position until desired high 

output speed is reached; H.S. stop nut will now be in correct 

position. Stop motor. 

11. Tighten set screws in both stop nuts. 

a. Stop nuts are accessible at the ends of the motor slide when 

output speed settings are for full speed range or slightly less. 

b. When set for narrower speed ranges stop nuts may not 

always be so accessible; and sometimes it may be necessary to 

lift the motor to reach the stop nuts through access holes in 

the slide. 

CAUTION: Avoid any speed setting which will allow the belt 

to contact the disc key or to nnl beyond the 0.0. of the disc 

assemb!y. 
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When ordering re

placement parts: 

Give base and disc 

assembly size ~nd 

model number; disc 

assembly bore and 

keyway .Ize. 

DiAGRAM No.1 

1. BASE, MOTOR 

2. SLIDE, MOTOR 

3. HANDWHEEL & HANDLE 

4. NUT, STOP - lOW SPEED, 4A NUT, STOP - HIGH SPEED 

5. SCREW, SHIFTING 

7. BEARING, THRUST 

9. SCALE, INDICATOR 

10. LUB FITTING 

11. DISC, FIXED 

12. DISC, ADJUSTABLE 

13. SPRING 

15. COVER, INNER SPRING 

19. KEY, FIXED DISC 

21. BELT 

22. lUB FITTING 

A. 23. lUB FITTING 

24. BAll OILER - 93-B-l 8. 93-6-2 ONLY 

25. ROD SUPPORTS 

28. ROLL PIN 

33. COVER, SPRING 

34. COVER, INTERLOCKING SPRING 

35. RING, INTERLOCKING 

36. RING, RETAINING, COVER 

44. WASHER, SPRING 

45. POINTER 

46. ASSEMBLY, HANDWHEEl HANDLE 

50. NUT, SPRING TENSION 

A lUB FITTING SUPPLIED HERE, ONLY WHEN FIXED DISC IS 

BORED THROUGH 
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